A Vibrant Dies and Mould Industry – Mother of all Industry, for an
Economically Developed Nation
9th Dies & Mould International Exhibition in Mumbai was an overwhelming response from the industry visitors, which
was inaugurated by Honourable Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam, the Former President of India, an accomplished scientist,
author and profound thinker, was organized by India’s only tooling association Tool and Gauge Manufacturers
Association - India (TAGMA-India) this was at Bombay Exhibition centre at Mumbai.
Dies and Mould India was a grand success as the specialised Expo dies and mould and tooling industry where there
were 29000 qualified visitors came across the country. Exhibitors from many countries showcased their technology
for manufacturing excellence which was given enthusiasm to visitors. Many of the visitors commented that; this
show given us an opportunity to enhance our in-depth knowledge of the industry.
Exhibitors voiced this should be annual feature and we are looking forward to the next show in 2016. Exhibitors
were overwhelmed with the response at Exhibition’s New Business Inquiries were worth Rupees 90 Crores received
by Exhibitors at this prestigious show held at Mumbai.
Manufacturers’ from MSME & SME sector experienced live Demo of new technology in Dies Mould industry by
leading International and National Company. Various Seminars held at Exhibition given in depth of understanding of
emergence of new Challenges, business and Threats in Industry.
Mr. P. N. Surendranath, Executive Director of TAGMA commented that; the presence of Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam is
boosted up the Indian tooling industry; his keynote address given us his thoughts, vision and insights on our industry
which will lead to emergence of young entrepreneur, mother of all industry and it helped the industry to learn and
develop latest technology for integration with the world.
The series of Dies & Mould exhibition is “A Trend Setter” and mould Making Industry is spread mostly in Mumbai,
Pune, Hyderabad, Bangalore, Chennai, Ludhiana, Kolkata, Delhi, Kochi, Rajkot and many more cities in India. The
exhibition was spread over 20,000 sq. meters will provided all businesses related to the tooling industry an ideal and
prestigious opportunity to display and market their products and services.
Conclusion of Seminar / Discussion at Exhibition:
 Reduction in lead time by installing dies spotting machines to reduce manual work of spotting
 Capability development and up gradation of manufacturing facility to substitute the imports
 Improve quality of services such as committed delivery period, assistance in component design &
development
 Enhance skill set of manpower by providing training programs
 Setting up more specialized training institutions to impart training in line with need of tool room industry
 Adopt new technologies not for just the operational aspect but also on overall general management system
 Latest version of CAD/CAM and simulation software’s should be implemented
 Small scale CTRs should work towards getting ISO & TC certification
 Create collaborative relationships with customers
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